
Companies with high demand for heating and 
cooling realize they must keep up with their 
aging �eet through planned HVAC replacement. 
However, most of these companies consider the
expired equipment a liability and give little or no
consideration for the tremendous value that can
be realized through proper end of life recycling.

AES Reclaim’s focus is in helping companies with 
planned HVAC replacement programs turn their
expired equipment into assets through our 
national reclaim and reuse programs. Our ability 
to capture value from reclaimed gases as well as 
building an inventory of reusable service parts  
for our clients, while providing an EPA documented, 
100% cradle to grave release and sustainability 
certi�cation nationwide, at no cost to our clients,  
is truly unique in the industry.

Is your expired HVAC
a Liability or 
an Asset?

Partner with a specialist 
in sustainability and pro�t
from your expired assets !

(800) 786-0402
www.aesreclaim.com

is truly unique in the industry.

specialist 
in sustainability and pro�t

expired assets !

Obtain the liability release and asset value from your company’s 
documented HVAC recycling e�orts. A recycling and salvage 
program with AES Reclaim is a partnership in 
sustainability and pro�t!



Partner with a specialist 
to help you turn your HVAC
Liabilities into Assets !

(800) 786-0402 
www.aesreclaim.com

HVAC Reclaim and Reuse Process

 

Refrigerant Recovery handled by AES RECLAIM
 - EPA Universal Certified Technician removes refrigerant
 - Equipment disposal record (EDR) created for each unit
 - EDR includes customer, model, serial, city, state, and refrigerant
 - EDR information uploaded electronically for customer documentation

All components are 100% recycled and documented by AES RECLAIM
 - Documented cradle to grave release of liability for customer
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AES REUSE provides managed inventory of desired replacement parts
 - Parts requested by customer for service replacement needs
 - Parts less than 2 years age are viable cost avoidance options
 - Coordinated and managed for customer with documented inventory
 - Tremendous cost avoidance opportunity through service part reuse

NATIONWIDE SERVICE
COST NEUTRAL PROGRAM

COST AVOIDANCE WITH REUSE
SUSTAINABLE CRADLE TO GRAVE

Equipment Transportation coordinated and covered by AES RECLAIM
 - Equipment transported to one of our four national recycling centers.

AES RECLAIM Landfill Avoidance Report
 - Customer’s documentation of their sustainability program
 - Provides complete record of all gases, oils and components harvested

(800) 786-0402 
www.aesreclaim.com


